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Companies with a plot point above the regression line have a positive error in 
branding (under-branding) and companies with their plot point below the 

regression line have a negative error in branding (greenwashing)

6 Sections of Branding Score 6 Sections of Sustainability Score
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• The fashion industry is responsible for 10% of global carbon 
emissions. 1

• The fashion industry uses 79 trillion liters of water annually.2
• The fashion industry produces 92 million tons of waste annually 

(equivalent to one garbage truck full of clothing being burned every 
second).2

• 95% of clothing sold in the U.S. is made over seas in unethical working 
conditions.3

• Greenwashing is the Behavior or activities that make people believe a 
company is doing more to protect the environment than it really is.4

Company Scores for 6 Sustainability Sections

Background

Research Question: 
What is the correlation between how much fashion 
companies brand themselves as sustainable and how well 
they implement sustainable practices?
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Companies were analyzed by their error in branding. A negative error
in branding is considered greenwashing. A positive error in branding is

under-branding. 

Companies were ranked by their error in branding. The largest negative 
error is ranked first, and the largest positive error is ranked last.  
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